Instructions on how to install our Olympian Interlocking Tile and Pads.
Olympian interlocking Tile flooring installation:
1) If the wall layout contains borders on 2 sides perpendicular to each other, lay those first.
2) Fill in rows and columns by interlocking the center pieces until you get to the walls.
3) Then Trim to fit.
Olympian 4’ x 6’ Pad Installation:
1) Start from a straight edge wall and work your way across the room. Pads can be straight laid
(end-to-end) or in a staggered brick lay pattern (Ashler pattern). These pads just butt up next to each other.
Since Our Pads are not always rectangular, some trimming is required, please follow the cutting
instructions above. No adhesive is required. This is a loose lay product. When equipment is first rolled
onto the Olympian Pads for placement, some movement may occur depending on the thickness and size of
the installed Pad. There is no need to panic, once the equipment is in place, the mats will lay flat and the
movement should not occur.
NOTE: When Amarco Olympian Tile or Pads are installed, the diamond surface needs to be on top.
How to trim the sides:
1) The mats are easy to cut. A good utility knife with a sharp blade will do the job nicely, a jig saw
works as well.
2) You might want to have a can of WD-40 handy. The WD-40 gives the utility knife lubricant, to
help cut through the rubber better (Caution: when using WD-40, the lubricated knife will cut
more easily through the rubber, be careful not to cut yourself.
3) Another helpful hint is to place a wooden 2 x 4 under the mat along the line of the intended cut
creating an arch. By cutting along this arch, the mat will have a tendency to split and pull apart
more easily as the knife is pulled through the mat.
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